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Abstract  
 

For some time now, the users of EUSTAT have been raising new information demands 

for our Tourist Occupancy Survey. The survey design does not allow certain temporary 

and geographical disaggregation to be provided immediately. The initial sample design 

produces monthly estimates for geographical strata, based on a time sampling schedule. 

The methodological problem raised is how to obtain a total time and geographical 

disaggregation to answer any requests for estimates.  

 

The solution has been progressive: first, the design of the sample has been changed and 

the survey has been set as daily for the highest hotel category strata (introducing the 

electronic data collection); and now, we are studying the way to compute a macrotable 

containing the main information (available places, travelers and overnight stays) for al 

the units in the population (hotels) and for each day of the month.  

 

We have chosen the method of the imputation to obtain the information relating to the 

missing data (due both to the sample design or to the total nonresponse), as it guarantees 

the consistency of the imputed values. In the paper we propose a hot-deck imputation 

procedure, more precisely, the nearest neighbor method. This choice ensures the effect of 

the geographical location on the occupancy. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Methodological problem 

 

For some time now, EUSTAT has received information requests for different time 

periods and geographical aggregations to the ones currently published in the Tourist 

Occupancy Survey. The survey design does not allow that information to be provided 

immediately in some cases. 

 



The initial sample design produces monthly estimates for geographical strata, based on 

the data collection equivalent to one week per month (time sampling). 

 

Therefore, the methodological problem raised is to be able to answer these requests for 

estimates not considered in the original design of the survey (1991). 

 

1.2 Solutions 

 

The solution currently being studied seeks to provide estimates with the maximum time 

and geographical disaggregation in order to be able to respond to any information 

request. 

 

The solution has been progressive, but we can establish two main milestones. On the one 

hand, the design of the sample has been changed and the survey has been set as daily for 

the highest hotel category strata (3 stars and higher). This design change has also meant a 

change in the questionnaire in order to introduce the electronic data collection based on 

XML-files. 

 

On the other hand, we are looking into preparing a macrotable of estimations containing 

the main information (available places, travelers and overnight stays) for the whole 

tourist establishment universe and for each day of the month.  

 

This solution will enable us to handle all the information requests, with the logical limits 

of statistical confidentiality and accuracy of the estimates. 

 

Prior to this solution, we considered the options of applying small area techniques, but 

there would be problems of immediacy as it would involve studying the method in each 

case. 

 

2. Details of the initial sample design  
 

The survey population is made up of all the tourist establishments (hotels and rural 

tourism establishments) of the Basque Country. The units are stratified according to type 

of establishment, category and geographical location criteria, in a total of 14 strata. 

 

It is a monthly sample involving all the population units. It is a time sampling, in which 

each establishment is required to answer a week, randomly allocated in each stratum. 

 

Therefore, we only have for each unit, in the case of response, information relating to a 

single week about the available places, the number of visitors, the overnight stays and 

their origin by day. 

 

The survey design, therefore, does not allow obtaining results for periods of great 

interest, such as Easter, nor the comparison between business days and weekends. 

Neither results on a geographical district in order to establish the outcome of a tourist 

promotion activity. 



 

3. Methodology  
 

3.1 Background 

 

There is a vast literature on imputation. However, both the features of the problem and 

the requirements of the users of EUSTAT have prompted us to deviate from what has 

come to be regarded as standard practice.  

 

The single most important feature of the data is the “missing by design” pattern 

introduced by the sampling scheme, whereas only one week of data per month is 

requested from the vast majority of respondents. Aside from that, non-response is 

negligible. On the other hand, there is a trend to increase the proportion of surveyed units 

from which complete daily information is requested.  

 

Rather than coping with changing coverage and weighting factors, a natural choice is to 

consider a full table N x T where N is the number of respondents and T is time in days. 

(We will refer in the sequel to the N sampling units as “hotels”, even though many are 

best described as rural houses or inns.) With the present sampling scheme, many cells in 

such table are missing by design; the idea is to impute them, so virtually any desired 

magnitude can be obtained simply by aggregation of the relevant rows or columns of 

cells. (The N rows of respondents can be grouped by geographical location, category, 

size, etc. Conceptually, we may also map the described N x T table to a k-dimensional 

table, each of the k dimensions classifying an attribute.) 

 

With this goal set, we have to select a suitable strategy for imputation. Earlier in the 

development of the project it was decided to base our imputation in a donor method, with 

missing values for one hotel being filled with those of a “like” hotel. A “likeness” 

criterion has therefore to be defined. The choice of a donor-based method in preference to 

a formal model-based method is justifiable on several grounds: it is traceable, affording a 

clear understanding of where and how the imputed values come from and, most 

importantly when several variables have to be imputed at once, it guarantees consistency 

of the imputed values. 

 

Further decisions at the onset of the project were: a) We would only allow “first 

generation” donors, i.e., an imputed value should always be an observed value, rather 

than a value previously imputed, and b) The pool of donors for missing observations 

would be restricted to the same stratum. For the purposes of this survey, the Basque 

Country is divided in 14 well-understood strata, and it was thought unwise that a donor 

should ever come from a different stratum than the receiver. 

 

3.2 Clustering of time series 

 

Since data for each respondent assumes the form of a time series, a proximity or 

“likeness” notion must be defined among time series, so suitable donors can be chosen. 

The problem of clustering time series has received a lot of attention: for a survey, see 



(Liao, 2005). Other recent references include (Shingal and Seborg, 2006), (Coke and 

Tsao, 2010) and (Genolini and Falissard, 2010), this last dealing with missing values in a 

manner not unlike our approach here. We do not need a full clustering strategy, but rather 

a similarity measure to rank candidate donors from closest to furthest. 

 

The approach which immediately suggests itself is a distance between series i and j such 

as, 
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where xit is the observation of the i-series at time t. The problem with this is that our 

series are very sparse, and for any given pair of series, the set of time abscisae at which 

both have an observed value is very small. A Gower adjustment (Gower, 1971) might be 

envisaged. What we have done instead is to fit trajectories to each series and compute 

distances between the fitted trajectories, as described next. 

 

3.3. Time series modelling 

 

Examination of our series shows that they share some common patterns: there is a weekly 

variation pattern, which for the majority of the series implies higher occupation in 

weekends, while for another group (conceivably, hotels frequented by business travelers, 

rather than tourists) weekends are the period of lowest occupation. There is also, for most 

series, a marked seasonal pattern, which again for most series implies higher occupation 

in July and August. Finally, there is also year-to-year variation. 

 

In the light of this, a plausible model for occupancy series (in relative terms, i.e. as a 

fraction of total capacity) is: 

 

ittEasteritDayOfWeekitDayOfYearitYeariijx ξββββ ++++= )(,)(,)(,)(,  

 

In the above formula, t  is time (measured in days) in the period from January, 1, 2000 to 

December, 31, 2009. Year(t) is the year associated with t, DayofYear(t), the day within 

the year associated with t (i.e., takes values from 1 for January, 1, to 366 for December, 

31; account is taken of leap years). DayOfWeek(t), the day within the week. Finally, 

)(, tEasteriβ picks up the effect of the Easter holiday season, and ξit is a random term. 

 

The specification above would use for each series 10 + 7 + 366 + 1 parameters, 

respectively for the year effect (10 years of data), day-of-week effect (7 days), day-of-

year effect (366 days) and Easter effect, which is accounted for separately due to the 

movable nature of Easter. Identification constraints would reduce the number of free 

parameters by two (constraining the sum of the day-of-week and day-of-year effects to be 

zero). Even so, the number of parameters required is far too big to make this a feasible 

model. 

 



After accounting for the day-of-week effect, one may expect the year profile to be rather 

smooth. Hence, what we have done is to fit the day-of-year effect with a smoothing 

spline which greatly reduces the number of free equivalent parameters used (as defined, 

e.g. in Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990). After some experimenting, we have settled for 12 

equivalent parameters in the smoothing spline term. 

 

It may help to understand the data to look at the decomposition afforded by our model in 

the case of one series, chosen at random; it is presented in Figure 1. Only two years of the 

trajectory are shown, so that the weekly fluctuation can be clearly discerned.  

 

Figure 1. Decomposition of a series in its year effect, day of week, Easter and day of year 

constituents. 
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3.4 Computation of distances 

 

The model described has been fitted to each occupancy series; after estimating the effects, 

the distance between series i and j can be computed as 
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where jtit xx ˆ,ˆ  are the fitted values for the respective series. Out of 1061 occupancy series, 

833 were fitted as described. The remaining series were too short and they have been 

dealt with in a different manner. 

 

 

An important factor affecting occupancy is geographical location.  Local holidays, sport 

events, fairs and festivals are all factors that tend to boost occupancy in a municipality 

and, due to spill-over effects, those which are in close vicinity. Whenever the distance 

between trajectories can be computed, this effect can be expected to produce small 

distances for hotels which are near to each other; when lack of sufficient data hinders 

such computation, a notion of geographical closeness can be used instead. 

 

We have used the following approach: hotels in the same municipality are taken to be at 

distance zero. Those which are in neighbouring municipalities, are at distance 1, and so 

on. (“Neighbouring” means that the two municipalities limit with each other; a contiguity 

matrix was computed from digital cartography.) Thus, two hotels are at distance d 

according to this notion if we have to traverse (d+1) neighbouring municipalities 

(including the origin and destination) in going from one to the other. This distance is 

further corrected by an increment of 0.5 for pairs of hotels that are not of the same 

category (most strata include more than one, similar but not equal, categories). The effect 

is that among candidate donors in the same municipality, those of exactly the same 

category than the receiver are always preferred. Hotels in different strata are set at infinite 

distance.  

 

3.5 Consistency problems 

 

One of the reasons which weighted in favour of the choice of a donor-based rather than a 

model-based imputation method, was the fact that the former automatically enforces 

existing constraints on the values of the variables, because we impute with values 

effectively observed in a donor. This feature of donor-based imputation methods is all the 

more valuable when several related variables are to be imputed at once. 

 

Although we have referred so far only to occupancy (measured in terms of fraction of 

available rooms occupied), we want to impute also occupancy measured in person-nights, 

(Nt), arrivals (At) and departures (Dt).  There is a logical constraint on those magnitudes, 

in that for any single hotel, tttt NDAN =− −+1  

 



This constraint will always be implicitly enforced when successive records are imputed 

from data coming from the same donor. When this is not the case, mismatches may 

appear, and a strategy for dealing with them is sketched below, after we describe the 

imputation algorithm. 

 

3.6 Imputation algorithm 

 

We have so far two distances (one for pairs of occupancy series for which trajectories 

could be fitted, another one based in geographical location when the former could not be 

computed).  It may appear that all that is left is, for any hotel requiring imputation, to 

pick the closest match (or an average of closest matches) and perform the imputation. 

 

This is not so; because of the sampling scheme used (one week per month observed for 

the vast majority of the cases), the closest donor candidate may be able to provide values 

for some weeks but not for others. It will be exceptional that a single donor provides all 

required  values; in most cases we need to pull data from several donors,  and this implies 

that the distance to the receiver increases as we proceed to search new donors. 

 

There is very little we can do about this when we use the geographical distance described 

in Section 3.4 to perform what we hereinafter call “geographical imputation”. However, 

when we perform imputation based on distances among trajectories (“metric 

imputation”), we can improve our imputations as follows. 

 

Let j be the hotel to be imputed and i a candidate donor. Because i has a fitted trajectory 

and its value at t observed, from the identity 

 

ittEasteritDayOfWeekitDayOfYearitYeariijx ξββββ ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
)(,)(,)(,)(, ++++=  

 

we can obtain itξ̂ . We can think of itξ̂  as the sum of all effects on occupancy not already 

accounted for in the regular trajectory fitted to hotel i this will include the impact of 

exceptionally good or bad weather, sports events, transport strikes, etc.  To the extent that 

the same factors affect also j, a plausible imputation will be: 

 

ittEasteritDayOfWeekitDayOfYearitYeariijx ξββββ ˆˆˆˆˆˆ
)(,)(,)(,)(, ++++=  

 

In other words, we impute xjt adding itξ̂ . to what would be its expected or “regular” value 

according to the trajectory fitted, in hopes that whatever was extraordinary and 

unaccounted for i affects in like manner j. 

 

Arrivals, At, are imputed in the receiver as being in the same ratio to person-nights 

observed in the donor. The variable “departures”, Dt, is imputed so as to balance the 

relationship tttt NDAN =− −+1  (on occasion, further adjustments may have to be made). 

 

We can now summarize the procedure as follows: 



 

1. Fit a smooth trajectory to occupancy series with sufficient data. 

2. Compute distances among smooth trajectories. 

3. Compute geographical distances for hotels with insufficient data. 

4. For each hotel with missing data, set the pool of metric or geographical donor 

candidates and iteratively until no missing values remain: 

a) Pick next closest candidate donor. 

b) Impute values observed in donor, adjusting for differences in 

trajectories, if metric rather than geographical imputation is used. 

5. Adjust and (optionally) round imputations to integer values. 

 

The method has been prototyped in R with satisfactory results. 

 

3.7 Alternatives and discussion 

 

There are some rough edges in the method used; as usual, a compromise must be struck 

between simplicity and functionality and mathematical elegance; and in some instances 

we had to settle for an unattractive solution in order to preserve simplicity. 

 

To begin with, the model fitted to occupancy is additive and the response is bounded, 

constrained to be in the [0,1] range. This means that fitted values are occasionally above 

1 or below zero: we truncate those to 1 or 0.  While we could map the response variable 

to the [0,1] range, we would lose interpretability of the estimated effects and complicate 

imputation afterwards; and truncation is infrequent enough not to be worried about. 

 

More elaborate distance notions between hotels could be entertained, in particular to 

account for the multivariate nature of the series associated to each of them. For instance, 

we may imagine two hotels with very similar occupancy patterns, yet an entirely different 

pattern of rotation of their customers. Our method would impute correctly occupancy, but 

might produce badly wrong timings for arrivals or departures. Again, we thought our data 

do not warrant the trouble to deal with this; but were this thought to be important, a 

distance between multivariate time series might be computed along the lines in (Shingal 

and Seborg, 2006), and donors be selected accordingly. 
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